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In second place we have nothing but: Warlock can cast a shadow word on you to keep you kind and healthy, while harassing enemies with his good automatic attack. While you are growing randomly, suddenly the half Your HP disappears while you realize it just hit you with Revenge. Are you going half-way? You will not be bored² by going into
personal details about how good or bad I am with this hero or how many times I have played it. Secondly, you should know that following this guide you will be there for a lot of fun. Deadus. The last seat Magnus' inverse neatly encloses everyone in a small area, large enough to hit everyone caught with a single stream. The only thing that makes it
less annoying than the spiked carapace would be the fact that your enemies will also suffer. The main mistake people make during the construction of Kunkka Ã¨ building it as your average "Click Carry". Single attachment modifiers or "ball effects". You can practically slow down forever with its psionic trap. Be careful how you use the asset, perÃ².
This¨ ciÃ² allows you: a) win your lane by harassing the **** from everyone; (b) very fast farm; c) Shoot enemies' faces! At maximum level, the range of tides Ã¨ 600. and a pair of blade and iron branches. Critics. Your torrent will give him also enough time to get into tight and personal to make sure that it can hit some anchor fragments. Remember
that you can X-Mark Team mates! There² can allow you to save or even bring them back after the spawn teleportation to Regen. This article could be considered one of the worst. DÃ to allies an increase in speed. If you feel confident you can start channeling Demon's grip on you that leaves you dead for up to 7 seconds with the Aghanim scepter.
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mih in an enal emas emas eb tnolreneg s'knuk s'kkunk The htrow of the ekam ot deepskcatta hgih sdeen rehgisab lluss eht ,nuf eb tgim And that a tree is the enemy team. It's a bit strange, but hey, it works! Note: You can't actually apply the poison about people affected by Tidebinger Building Kunkka is quite simple. Give you damage to +300. There
are better items that you can buy with the same Ammountino of gold (or not!). However, those must be well timed and require good positioning, as well as good luck. It is also very useful for when the enemy has those frightening single target wheels such as Beastmaster, Batrider, Lion, etc. To beat TA, make sure to hit her with a torrent before
anything else! Or maybe it's ... "Blink Dagger on Kunkka, WTF ???" Take it easy. Rampage !!! Kunkka is generally weak compared to disabled people, which means that his old allies: Leone, Shadow Shaman, Vengeful Spirit and their tastes make him difficult to get closer and do the job of him. Well, they are 2/3 of your combination. Since your goal is
that of one fell swoop, the HP Tanky/High heroes will be more difficult to break down. This puts Sange and Yasha in refused objects. Tidehunter, a rival, but still a good friend lane! Even if they can hate each other (or do it?) The tide and Kunkka can make some fantastic combinations. You have to be careful, however, if you let people survive your
assault, they will skip over you to try to steal your treasure with everything that have left. Monkey King Bar Dã a couple of damages more than a dadalo, attack speed and is a little cheap. Unfortunately, enemies also see it. The only thing that doesn't go is that slows you down. Bane! This guy can **** raises you. If you hit your torrent immediately
after you get the closet from the boat, you are making sure to get the maximum effect of your D. You have a couple of hundreds of reserve gold. I wish you lucky your adventures Kunkka and I hope you enjoy it as much as I play it! Good furious! Thanks to you! The only sphere which you could get would be a complete satanic, however I personally
advise you to get a divine rapier. And if you are be 50%? 45% more, in reality. Daedalus is a direct update of Crystalys. Endurance or Jango drum. Not to mention the fact that the hourglass accumulates with a battlefury you may have. The problem with Kunkka does not solve constant damage. He amazed. I'm not telling you that this is the way to play
/ build Kunkka, but his one of the ways to do it. How luck would like it to be done in reality ... and then there is also the notorious ... when you both reach level 6 every enemy still standing on your lane should take shelter. Give damage to health and mana Regen, as well as the charges that can heal or hurt. It is quite cheap and can be purchased from
secondary stores. It is also rather hilarious when you put x -marks the spot on yourself, slam the eyelids, cleave and then go back thanks to the X-Mark. First of all I would like to thank you, the reader for having dedicated your time to read this guide. Obviously he also erases the channel spells (TP Scrolls too much). Since your torrent and Ghost Ship
have casting animations and quite obvious delays, can only make Rage burst and make them shock off. Once Crystalys has been obtained, you can start flaking for mates of the HP enemies. X reports the spot vision from 1000 to 400 views to the ground. Offer of Vladmir is a good object alone, but you are not the hero to buy it. This waste of money is
not even fun. (What rhyme!) You don't need the agility, the speed of attack or the speed of movement. This + a Tidebinger split should put an end to the life of almost everyone. Sand King - BurrowsTrike Into Ghost Ship Into Epicenter Into Torrent = A lot of dead people. You can put on enemies, yourself and also allies. Activating it allows you to be
incredibly quick. And being the god of 1v1ning you would probably lose if I wanted to fight ... buy a bottle. You are just with Blademail or Nyx's Caparace Spiked? If there are other initiators in your team, you should always let them go first so they can set the playing field for you. That lion keeps showing you first assets allad itaiggennad itats ¨Ã is es
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wears out. During landing the landing of heroes have ability which can help you set up torrents, here are some of them: Friends For the landing phase, practically anyone with a stunner or a babysitter will leave you have the initial game of your dreams. Remember you have no way to escape? This means that you should also try to capture as many
allies as possible, since it could (and will likely) change the outcome of the team fights. Add to this some channeled Upheaval and your enemies will find themselves stunned, being hit by a Golem and being ripped apart by a Kunkka. The possibility of maim¨ rather low and you already have good enough capacity tracking. You've only got your
Tidebringer left. Ã you can also get maxed out on article slot fast enough that just means you will sell urn not long after purchase. On the other hand, your team might need it and you're probably the guy with all the gold. This ability has so much utility packed in it, it won't even entertain. Damage to the Ghost Ship has increased from 350/450/550 to
400/500/600. Most of the time you will want to surprise people with the Boat. When fighting, always position yourself so you can hit the largest amount¹ of people with your Tidebringer. Items such as a bottle, urn and drums help with your mana problems while providing you a utility extra. You don't need a lifestyle, as you can't² duel with people.
Buy Claymore first as it allows you to grow the other component faster (PiÃ¹ damage Ã¨ more¹ useful than the speed) of attack that Shadow Amulet provides). Always travel a lot distance ahead (range 1000). Also remember to put a tango before you go into a fight, it could only save your life. Even if it goes down to a race at the rune you have Torrent
and XMarks the Spot to steal them. Don't walk In front of someone and then sprout the boat in their direction, hoping that they will come across it. (It could work, but that bets on the enemy to make an error - not so good). Your "Nuke-Stun-Slow". "Nuke-Stun-Slow". otnat id irorre omaittemmoc ittut - otailgabs etnematelpmoc ¨Ã ehc asoclauq o erorre
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,nwo seuo woEoEoEo bediT Ni Egmad 0001~ ref TIRC ooy swolla tahw stI .smti dips kcata (Den Ron) evah ton sud ah, poep ta yawa hsals yelsonitnoc dna dnats ton sud You can also use them to cut down trees so you can catch somebody. An important fact to remember Ã¨ that the units affected by the Tidebringer split (not the main target) do not
receive the harm reduction benefits from armor. And first we have... He seems to be buying it more and more¹ on many heroes.  a bomb. Most of these problems can be countered by getting a Black King Bar. Dark Seer - I'm pretty sure you understand what he wants to suggest, but you will anyway: Empty in Ghost Ship in Torrent Replica Wall, all
while one of you (or both) are running with an Ion Shell on you. Don't get me wrong, Battlefury Ã¨ a beautiful object on Kunkka, but its main purpose Ã¨ is to cultivate chills during the first half of the game. His Frostbite assures you a Torrent, and his Crystal Nova Ã¨ lÃ¥ to make sure no one has the chance to escape. And that takes the glory away
from the star — you. When you start you have the choice to use the Phantom Ship first and then Torrent or the other way around. Watch out! There are two separate buildings for Kunkka that I have set up. Hit Nyx while he has his Caparace will make you take the complete damage from it, which Ã is really bad considering you are all on the landing
than a shot. Since you are the admiral you have collected a lot of items and you are sure you can² kill it in a single lucky cat. The battle is approaching. The problem is, Naix is a hero of strength, which means he's gonna be pretty cheerful. Your "BOAT" signature. X Reports that the cost of managing Spot Ã¨ has decreased from 80/90/100/110 to 80.
Better before you get. That's safe. 6.78 - Ghost ship damage has increased from 300/400/500 to 350/450/550. If you want to kill yourself on Blademail, you might as well kill everyone, huh? State for landing phase. Nyx Assassin "Ã everything you have!?" You tell him as you raise your glowing sword. Statistics, damage and speed movement. Now,
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odoirep otseuq etnaruD .aira ni otatnups e otidrots eneiv amirp ,omisetnacni otseuq ad otiploc eneiv ocimen nu odnauQ .imelborp odnad ats eratropsart ocimen ocisif onnad li es ssariuC tluassA erenettO Putting them out before taking this ability dÃ the greatest possible damage result¹ for your combo. Well, guess what Empower does. Gush not only
slows down hit target also also reduces armor(you're not going to be hitting people with Tidebringer every auto attack). He can either go solo, duo or on a trilane. You do not need these. Straight to the bottom with em'. If you want to be credit to team, think about picking this up. Critting a cleave with a Divine Rapier can ensure you the oh-so-desired
One-hit-Rampage. Tidebringer has a very obvious glow which acts as a queue to tell you that it is off cooldown. Using it offensively for the extra damage leaves you open to counter-attack with no way to escape. Jokes aside, it gives you the ability to also tank, which in turn makes you a better initiator. If you cant seem to get close enough to cleave the
enemy( they have sentries or spread out when you get closer) consider buying a Blink Dagger. An extra note on the "Rum Buff": - Allies that the boat passes through recieve a very interesting buff. With this guide I'll show you how to become an unstoppable, critting cleaver that destroys whole teams by himself. That way you ignore ALL of their armor,
not only 6. While Desolator's armor reduciton may seem good on paper, but remember that you will be aiming to hit people with your Tidebringer cleave - not directly. If you manage to land it, that is.(im sure you can do it!) Your bread and butter passive. And if you fail to kill him in time he can just hop inside a creep with Infest and heal up, while
damaging you. This item can help a lot in clutch situation when you need need just a bit of HP to survive or just a little mana to cast something. Secretly, your goal, between you and me, will be to get yourself fed so you can just kill more people ( isn't it fun?) In order to do that consistently, you will need to invest in some early game items. Not only
that but it gives attack speed and movement speeed, both of which you dont need. Torrent and Tidebringer simply offer too much. This is where you might disagree with me. When it comes to teamfighting, however, oh boy, can Warlock help you out. You Earn most of the gold from killings, however you will get your core in a later phase. 6.76 TideBringer Level 4 AOE has increased from 500 to 600 6.75 - The ghost ship coast has decreased from 90/80/70 to 60/50/40; The impact of the AOE ghost ship has increased from 400 to 425; The basic force has increased by 3; Torrent AOE has increased from 200 to 215; X scores the cooldown spot decreased from 20 to 16 seconds; - The duration of
the stunning of the ghost ship increased from 1.2 to 1.4 6.73 - The growth of the resistance increased from 2.7 to 3.0; The duration of the ghost ship rum has increased from 5/6/7 to 8; Tidebinger Cleave Aoe improved from 380/420/460/500 to 500; Slow torrent has increased from 30 to 35%; X scores the cooldown spot has decreased from 30 to 20
seconds 6.72d - Ghost Cooldown show from now stairs from 90 to 90/80/70; Basic intelligence from 16 to 18 6.72 - Cooldown Tidebinger saved from 16/12/8/4 to 13/10/7/4; The ghost ship The Pastion has increased from 1 to 1.2 seconds 6.71 - cooldown of the reduced ghost ship from 100 to 90 6.60 - reduced agility (18-> 14) and agility per level (1.7->
1,3) 6.58 - Rum movement bonus of the reduced ghost ship (30% -> 10%); The cooldown of the ghost ship has increased from 100/80/60 to a constant 100 6.57 - he lowered the basic intelligence of the admiral Kunkka and the intelligence gain; The X reduction marks the duration of the point; Added Manacost to the X manual return capacity marks the
point; Increase in Manacost 6.56 of Ghost Ship - lowered the initial strength of the admiral Kunkka; Slowly reduced slow duration and increase in the Mancost on the stream; Has changed the downsizing of the Tidebinger's AOE; X marks that the point does not remember the target more if it becomes Magic Immune 6.55 - Kunkka has been added!
Have you really read everything? This leaves less time to react your prey. With Kunkka to security lane, you will try to get your main articles soon. THE they are not very expensive, the most expensive part¹ Ã¨ 1200 gold, so it should not be too difficult for you to grow. Take this if the enemy has escaped and you can't kill them with Splash. This guy,
however, takes the right second place His him Thats is about to get the killings. As you try to escape, POs can be open on you to slow down forever and increase the rate you kill. Max this ASAP skill as the benefits of it are too good to give up. Have you not seen that coming, you? Â »Crits dutch stack, idiot !! â» yes, you cannot write a cryptographer,
but the percentage probability can be stacked. I don't often take this since I prefer more damage, but his up to you to decide if you need it or not. D â € "Torrentcrea a river in the rise that, after a short delay, throws the enemy units into the sky, stunning, inflicting damage and slowing down the speed of movement. For example, if I had 500 HP and
had suffered a 600 atomic bomb, it would normally kill you. LAIGAMO becomes even worse as you generally do more damage to yourself if you hit it. If you chain your skill well, your enemy will already be dead. If you have a lot of arrows or something like a prophet nature, stormy spirit, dark seer, etc. Your main objective will be to cultivate gruesome
and engage with the spells only when there is an opportunity. Special mention is necessary for the following three: Shadow Demon has an extraordinary synergy with the proud admiral. PRO: + great initiator; + Versatile in the lang; + It adapts very well to team compositions Â «Aoe ulthamfightâ»; + Surprising lane control thanks to Tidebinger; +
Easy Farmer; + Easy to set it kills; + It can be chosen; + Holy **** he cleaves so much; + Extremely fun to play; + It can pull truly satisfactory combo; + Destroys the enemies SQUISHY; Cons: â € “He exercises to be able to land his torrent and Ghost ship; â € “requires a lot of farm to maintain the damage of its slits; â € “No flight mechanism built; Â
€ he needs a lot of elements to climb in the late game as Carry; â € "can be outcarried from a more conventional door; â € “relying on his opponents to be pellet; â € "Mana problems; In this section I was talking about the skill of Kunkka â € “What they do, when you should use them, how you should use them and because you should how I showed you.
Stop most of the stunning and makes Blade Mail and Spiked Carapace unnecessary. Not to mention the criterion, Deadalus also gives you +81 damage alone. Remember, however, that if you use X-Mark it is better that you draw all the benefits (how to get a killing) because it takes you away from your small Mana swimming pool. Simple, first you
start writing Shadowblade + Tidebinger shots, the big jab will be the big man in the health swimming pool of enemies. Now let's enter detail: the AOE of the skill is larger of the ship model. Since Kunkka has two disabled AOE, she can become an important part of any "Big Wombo Combo Term Team.â" you shouldn't need a reason not to have a
diffusal blade. With this the only thing you will have to look out for is self -tested enemy door. This guy can pieces to you. The drums have been more and more times, but they still give you a lot for their price. Kunkka is a really interesting hero. Use the tango every time you only miss a pair of HP â € "100 ~ 200. You don't have, nor the need, the
speed of attack to support Maelstrom. You are stunned with Impole and your mana burns with Mana Burn. Speed movement as well as reducing all the damage taken by 50% for a limited time. It is an extremely versatile hero who can assume the role of a carry/semi-carry/initiator. Sick. As soon as he arrives at the end of you, he randomly can launch
Nightmare to prevent you from sleeping on your tracks. However, the slit of BF is a very small interval so it is only interested in the neighboring targets. Do not look for further, the avant -garde is here! You are not a tank, shouldn't you still be "to the avant -garde" of your team, why do you need this old waste of money? Against you, you may want to
take it first (perhaps also at level 4) so you can stop them from escape. Liveando towards the high, 3 advantages are obtained: more damage, more autonomy and less time of Shadow Blade is the second element you should go to, after updating the boots. Supports such as the lion, Shadow Shaman and e e All the spirit has stunts and disabled that can
help you hit a creek. This is done to get the bottle as soon as possible. When you go to Midlane, you're expected to hook and assist other lanes. CiÃ² means that the more Daedalus¹ you have, the greater the Ã¨ possibility which you will criticize. Never use Torrent to harass you. Fatal bonds make enemies share the damage they suffer, always making
it easier to unleash. More¹ times apply better (except for the desolator). As stated above, Kunkka Ã¨ is a very versatile hero. Plant a boat for them and go for the split of Tidebringer + Empower ... and the criticism Ã¨ exactly what you want to do, didn't Ã¨ true? An object all around! Urn of shadows. Shadows.
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